Abstract-In this paper we consider the problem of coordinating activity in knowledge-intensive dynamic systems (HDS)-
INTRVDUCTIVN
The establishment of a schedule is crucial to effective management and control of KIDS; it is the means by which global coordination of executing agents (actors) is achieved and maintained. Thus, as evolving requirements, changing priorities, and new resource availability constraints continually force changes to previously planned tasks and resource assignments, attention must be paid to the cost of continual solution change and to maintaining continuity in currently executing processes. Like many other practical domains, KIDS are further complicated by the presence of multiple performance objectives, the need to optimize under complex (and often idiosyncratic) constraints and the need for flexible human decisionmaking involvement. KIDS are also systems whose components build expertise as processes are performed, and hence constituent resource capabilities evolve over time. Finally, KIDS are large-scale enterprises.
The scheduling requirements inherent in the coordination of KIDS are at odds with classical scheduling models and most current scheduling tools, which are conceived and designed as batch-oriented, black box solution generators. Most basically, this type of approach advocates a mode of operation wherein the scheduling problem is (re)solved from scratch each time there is a change to any problem constraint or requirement. This presents significant problems for use in dynamic and continuous scheduling environments, where such changes are the order of the day. First, there is generally no persistence of decisions over time. Small changes in inputs can lead to large changes in outputs, and it is quite difficult to control and manage solution change.
Second. a resolve-from-scratch Daradiem Dresents obvious -.
Knowledge-intensive dynamic systems (KIDS) present computational barriers to integrating with execution; in complex scheduling and coordination problems. By KIDS, large-scale domains it becomes problematic for the scheduler we refer generally to large-scale, milti-actor systems in which agents with significant individual capabilities work together to accomplish complex, knowledge-intensive tasks. Examples of KIDS include large news organizations such as CNh' and AP, the research and development division of a large company, and the World Bank. KIDS plan and execute production processes which: (1) principally involve the collection, manipulation and management of knowledge products, (2) exhibit diversity and perpetual novelty in process structure, and (3) are unpredictable in their execution and require continual adjustment and revision. Recent research in incremental, constraint-based search has focused on the development of scheduling techniques that overcome these limitations and provide a practical basis for dynamic, continuous scheduling. These search procedures permit flexible, controlled management of schedules in response to execution dynamics over time, under quite general assumptions regarding the representation and incorporation of various domain constraints. This approach has been successhlly applied to a number of complex, dynamic transportation and manufacturing scheduling domains [10,11,14]. Our current research aims at investigating its applicability to KIDS.
In this paper, we outline some of the issues involved in applying this approach to scheduling to the problem of coordinating activity in KIDS. First we summarize the capabilities of constraint-based scheduling models that make them attractive in this context. Next we consider extensions to the current technology base that are necessaly to enable effective, scalable management and control of KIDS.
CONSTRAINT-BASED SCHEDULING MODELS
From the standpoint of managing a knowledge intensive dynamic system, constraint based search models offer the following key'capabilities:
Dynamic, incremental solution change and (re) optimization -As suggested above, effective management of operations in dynamic domains requires controlled change; the ability to presewe previous commitments and minimize the ripple effect on currently executing processes while re-optimizing to address new requirements and changing priorities is fundamental to efficient global performance, and these incremental scheduling capabilities are the hallmark of constraint-based technologies (e.g., [8, IO, 11, 17 , IS]).
Flexible, user-driven problem solving and option generation -Constraint-based scheduling technologies provide a framework for interactive adjustment of constraints and objective criteria to explore hadeoffs and generate options [2, 7, 6, 131. The need for such capabilities is crucial in situations where all constraints cannot be satisfied (e.g., there are more tasks that could be undertaken in a given time frame than current capabilities will allow). Given the time pressure and over-subscribed nature of resources in the case of KIDS, the ability to rapidly generate and evaluate various options (e.g., relaxed deadline, alternative process, etc.) is a second central component of efficient global performance.
Coordinated management of resources under complex and changing constraints -Constraint-based scheduling technologies provide a rich framework for specifying and enforcing the myriad of idiosyncratic constraints encountered in KIDS scheduling environments, and for generating schedules that optimize resource usage under realistic assumptions [ 1,3]. Constraint-based scheduling technologies similarly accommodate the introduction of new constraints and incremental changes to existing constraints, allowing robust management of illstructured production processes.
Collaborative coordination of multiple scheduling agents -The above capabilities provide an infrastructure for collaborative negotiation and conflict resolution among hierarchically organized scheduling agents [IZ] . As scheduling decisions and authority are pushed down to process level managers and executing agents, or as unsupportable assignments are pushed upward from executing agents to more global levels, the incremental constraint relaxation and solution change capabilities can be used to efficiently explore altemative options, propose schedule changes and achieve agreement.
RESEARCH ISSUES
Given the above capabilities, constraint-based scheduling procedures appear well-suited for managing activity in largescale, dynamic systems. However, their application to the scheduling and management of KIDS presents ' some significant new research challenges. First, the models used by work to date in incremental, constraint-based scheduling make some rather restrictive assumptions from a KIDS perspective. Research has focused primarily on problems of synchronizing resource usage among large sets of welldefined processes (in contrast to the more customized and idiosyncratic processes encountered in KIDS). Research has also generally ignored issues relating to the task content, quality and outcomes, restricting the focus of rescheduling actions to problems involving task timing and resource unavailability. While such actions are certainly relevant to managing KIDS, capabilities for reasoning about and responding to information related to task outcomes are central. Another broad challenge in the context of managing KIDS is of course scalability. Though incremental scheduling is inherently well-equipped for application in large-scale domains, the ability to distribute overall scheduling and control responsibility remains a fundamental issue.
In the subsections below, we consider these research issues in more detail.
Dynamic Management of Changing Process Structure
One immediate consequence of a decision to incorporate information relating to the outcomes of specific executing tasks is the need for process representations that relate specific outcomes to process stmcture and altematives. Most previous work in constraint-based scheduling has focused on systems requiring synchronization of shared resources among large numbers of well-defined production processes (e.g., sets of airlift missions to accomplish various cargo movement requirements; sets of process routings to produce various requested manufactured parts). Models of individual processes have tended to require fairly simple process structures (e.g., linear sequences of tasks).
The ability to respond to outcome-based task status updates (e.g., task succeeded, task failed, task was 75% successful), first of all requires richer descriptions of process structure (e.g., incorporating conditional and looping control structures, process and sub-process altematives). Modem planning formalisms such as hierarchical task networks [I61 provide the sorts of general-purpose representational frameworks that are necessary here; however these representations are not well-reconciled with the resource models that are required for making resource allocation and scheduling decisions. In [13], a hierarchical representation of activity types is linked to resource altematives through the specification of capabilities, and this representation is used to dynamically manipulate process structures (i.e., plan fragments) as various resource assignments are considered (and re-considered). Some steps toward the development and use of an integrated representation have also been taken in [91.
Reasoning About Task Quality and Cost
Given a representational framework that allows incorporation of information relating to task content and outcomes in process descriptions, a second set of issues concems the nature of the parameters (or metrics) used to characterize this information, and how this information might be used to drive an incremental scheduling process. Certainly binary indicators of task success and failure need to be accommodated as possible task status updates and this can serve as a basic model for directing process change. However, in the context of KIDS, more discriminating (e.g., partial) models are fundamental to effective process management and scheduling. Of particular relevance and interest are scheduling models that account for the quality of the results obtained as a function of the cost of task execution.
From the standpoint of maximizing task quality, we can identify at least two potentially useful types of derivative interpretations of the source of task quality: (I) task quality is an exogenous property (e.g., one process for obtaining information is inherently more reliable than another, or the quality of an information collection task increases the longer it executes), and (2) task quality is a function of the skills (expertise) or quantity of assigned resources (e.g., an experienced reporter will get better information than a novice). The former has been the classic focus of research in deliberation scheduling [5] . However, this work has tended to focus on allocating independent sets of tasks, subject to individual task deadlines. In the case of KIDS, altematively, inter-dependencies between tasks (processes) are more typical, and task quality can be influenced @ositively or negatively) by task interactions. Scheduling models that consider the impact on quality of the skill level or quantity of resources assigned have received very little attention as well, since the context of deliberation scheduling is generally a single processor (the problem solving agent). Here one general issue is producing (and maintaining) a schedule that achieves the "best fit" of available resources to input tasks.
Hedging Against the Possibility of Task Failure.
At one extreme end of the task quality spectrum is the possibility of complete task failure. In circumstances of certain high priority requirements, it may make sense to attempt to maximize the likelihood of success by introducing some amount of process redundancy in the coverage (e.g., allocating several, possibly different processes to a particular information gathering objective). Likewise, it might be useful to budget extra time to increase the likelihood of a desired outcome. There has been relatively little work in the area of building such forms of robustness into production schedules.
Improving the Collective Capability of the KIDS
Given that task quality is generally a function of the expertise of resources that are assigned to perform the task, one organizational objective of a KIDS is to improve its collective skill set over time. On one hand, this objective can lead to performing tasks better and more efficiently in the future; on the other hand it can also minimize the potential deleterious effects of future resource losses (e.g., as resources leave the organization). Generally speaking, improving the skill set or level of a given resource is a function of gaining experience and practice at executing various tasks. Accordingly, task allocation and scheduling procedures that pro-actively consider the side effects of acquired expertise and seek to enrich the capabilities of individual resources wherever performance constraints allow are clearly desirable.
Distribution of Scheduling and Control Responsibility
Although techniques for incremental management of schedules provide some measure of scalability in their own right, a second key aspect of scalable coordination of KIDS is distributed decision-making, The scale and time-stress associated with effectively keeping pace with execution in the context of KIDS make distribution of scheduling and control responsibility a practical necessity. In [12], a framework and methodology for decomposition and distribution of scheduling activity is proposed in the context of large-scale, work-flow management processes.
This framework presumes a hierarchical description of processes and resources, mapped to various levels of decision-making and authority within the organization. Some reliance on such a framework appears necessary to ensure effective global coordination of complex interdependent processes. The downside, however, is the potential for computational bottlenecks, if models at successive levels are too tightly linked.
At the other end of the spectrum, recent research in agentbased approaches has given rise to so-called "selfscheduling" systems [4, 15] . Such systems operate in a bottom-up, totally decentralized fashion. They do not compute schedules in advance hut instead make allocation decisions as needed via local interaction between individual executing agents. Self-scheduling systems provide scalability, but it is generally difficult to predict global performance characteristics.
Given the tradeoffs between globally focused and selfscheduling approaches to decentralization, the key to effective scalable management of KIDS seems to lie in finding middle ground that capitalizes on their respective strengths and minimizes their respective weaknesses. For example, self-scheduling systems have proven most effective in fairly structured situations (e.g., where a single performance objective is sufficient) or in resource rich execution environments. Both of these types of circumstances are most likely to be present at lower levels in an organizational hierarchy, where managed processes are narrow in scope and decision-time frames are short. By the same token, these types of circumstances are fairly unlikely at more global decisionmaking levels, and here explicit advance scheduling is more likely to pay performance dividends. One key here will be the ability to develop summary performance profiles of localized methods that enable establishment of reasonable operating constraints at higher, circumscribing decision-making levels.
SUMMARY
In this paper, we have advocated the use of incremental, constraint-based scheduling techniques as an effective basis for coordinating activity in knowledge-intensive dynamic systems. Constraint-based scheduling models are well matched to the requirements of KIDS: they promote controlled continuous change as execution circumstances evolve and warrant it, they operate under quite general representational assumptions, they integrate well with userdecision making, and they directly support negotiation and conflict resolution in distributed settings. At the same time, the characteristics of KIDS pose new research challenges for constraint-based scheduling research. Extensions are required to allow richer models of process structure, to support reasoning about task quality as a function of execution cost and resources assigned, to make allocation decisions that promote enhancement of organizational expertise and to ensure scalability of continuous scheduling processes. Our current research is focused on this set of issues.
